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Hershey Girls Softball Association “HGSA” - Coaching Guidance 

Thank you for volunteering your time ! 

Coaches will complete the following prior to the first practice: 

• submit the necessary information so that HGSA can request an ASA Certified Background Check  

• attend a Preseason Coach’s meeting with the President and Vice President of the HGSA Board  

• read the HGSA Coaching Philosophy, Player and Parent/Guardian Codes of Conduct under the 
“Docs. & Links” tab on our website.... www.hersheysoftball.com 

• familiarize yourself with the ASA Rule Book and local League rules. 

• read, sign and return the Coach’s Code of Conduct to the HGSA Vice President 

• develop a written practice schedule.  

• edit your team’s home page on the HGSA website. This page will eventually contain your team 
sponsor logo, contact information for you and your assistant coaches, your practice and game 
schedules and any articles and/or pictures you wish to post. 

Coaches will hold a “parents meeting” at one of the team’s first practices. At this meeting coaches should 
discuss the following:  

• your coaching philosophy, expectations for players and expectations for the parents. 

• how you will use the team home page for communications, practice and game schedules, 
including how families can tell if a game or practice is cancelled. 

• purchase of possible concession stand donations or program ads for Opening Day  

• request volunteers for Assistant Coaching positions if needed, scorekeeper, Opening Day 
volunteers (All Assistant Coaches must also submit the necessary information for an ASA 
Certified Background Check) 

• handout and discuss HGSA’s Parent/Guardian Code of Conduct. Each family shall receive a copy 
of the Code and will be required to sign and return a copy to you. 

• review the Player Code of Conduct document, which is given to all players, with your team’s 
parents 
 

Coaches will conduct practices as follows: 

• have a written practice plan  

• ensure the safety of your players with strict rules regarding bats and helmets  

• hold preseason practices at least twice per week. Once the season starts, practices may be less 
frequent but are still expected  

• it is strongly recommended that most practices be run using multiple stations (hitting, throwing 
and catching, outfield drills, infield drills, pitching, etc) Players should be broken into groups and 
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rotated between 3 or 4 stations. Parents are usually more than willing to assist running a station if 
you provide them a little advanced instruction. It gets the players the most repetitions and keeps 
them engaged. There’s nothing more boring than placing all the players on the field while pitching 
batting practice (occasionally that’s fine, but it should not be the norm) 

Coaches will conduct the season as follows: 

• abide by the HGSA Coach’s Code of Conduct  

• follow all League rules 

• keep the team’s home page current with game and practice schedules, game or practice 
cancellations. Optionally, you may add team photos and articles. 

• contact HGSA’s Equipment Manager if you have equipment issues or need first aid kit supplies  

• ensure the safety of your players with strict rules regarding bats and helmets  

• report any safety issues to the an HGSA Board Member 

• report any Coach or Parent issues an HGSA Board Member 

• attend all mandatory Coaches meetings called by HGSA or the local League. 

• arrive at all games early enough to allow time for proper warm-ups and have a lineup prepared. 

• you’ll be given an HGSA check at the beginning of the season to cover your season’s umpires’ 
fees for home games. Cash this check and have the proper umpire fee amount in an envelope to 
pay the umpire at each of your home games. 

• you'll be provided one new softball per home game 

•  Home Games  

• notify the umpire coordinator or league commissioner per League instructions if a home 
game must be cancelled due to weather or unplayable field conditions 

• at least one coach should arrive 15 minutes ahead of the players arrival time, to line the field 
with the equipment and chalk located in the field equipment box behind the backstop 

• home team takes fielding practice first, then let’s the opposing team use the field 

• provide 1 new and a good used spare game ball to the umpire and pay the umpire his fee.   

• report the score to the League within 24 hours of the game  

 

If you have questions at any time during the Softball Season or Preseason your first point of contact 
should be your HGSA Slow Pitch or Fast Pitch Coordinator. If unavailable, please contact HGSA’s 
President or Vice President. E-Mail addresses for all HGSA Board Members are listed on our website at 
www.hersheysoftball.com, under the “Board” tab. 
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Suggested Skills  - Requirements and Expectations 
 
Tee – Softball 

• the player should be able to run, have a softball glove  
 

  
8 & Under /  Coach Pitch 

• The player should be able to run and have a softball glove, not a tee-ball glove (plastic cleats are 
recommended but not mandatory) 
 

Upon completion: 
    Hitting:  Know the correct stance in the batter's box.  Pull the butt of the bat towards the ball, rotate 
their hips, and swing through the ball, finishing with the appropriate follow-through.  Be able to make 
contact on a consistent basis, hitting the ball into fair territory without the use of a tee.  Frequent use of 
the tee is expected, with Coach Pitch softball, in the early part of the season.  Have a general idea of the 
strike zone and know not to swing at pitches that are far outside this strike zone. 
    Fielding:  Understand the importance of paying attention to the action on the field at all time - 
outfielders frequently need to be reminded.  Know the proper technique for fielding groundballs (get in 
front of the ball, knees bent, glove on the ground).  Field slowly, hit ground balls and throw to the 
appropriate base, provided the base is within the player's throwing range.  Should be able to catch a 
softly thrown ball from about 20 feet away.  Know which way to turn the glove for balls above the waist vs. 
balls below the waist. 
    Throwing:  Have the basic mechanics of throwing (cradle the baby with the non-throwing foot towards 
the target, Arnold Schwarzenegger, scarecrow, pull down the shade).  Be able to throw to a target the 
size of another player's reach from 30 feet away 75% of the time. 
    Running:  Know not to leave a base until the ball is hit.  Learn to hold up on balls that are caught or in 
the air.  Learn that they must run on a force play and that running is optional when not forced.  Have an 
idea that taking two or more bases on a ball hit into the outfield is to be considered.  (Etiquette is 
acceptable at this level, but it should be explained that it is just that and not necessarily the correct way to 
play the game). 
    Rules and Strategy:  Understand balls and strikes, when a batter or runner is out (tagging, forcing, or 
catching), and three outs per inning. 
 
10 & Under Fast Pitch  

• No mandatory skills to participate at this level, however if the player is under age nine, 
consideration should be given to playing one more year at the U8 level unless the player 
demonstrates skills far above the usual U8 player. 
 

Upon Completion: 
    Hitting:  Be able to hit a ball thrown by another pitcher with no arc on it.  Has a good concept of the 
strike zone.  Rarely swings at pitches out of the strike zone.  Understand the batter's strike zone 
"expands" with two strikes.  Goes up to bat looking to hit, not seeking a walk.  Hits the ball with sufficient 
power to reach the outfield on fly balls and past the infielders on ground balls the majority of the time that 
she makes contact.  Strikes out infrequently.  After hitting the ball, runs straight to first base at full speed 
without watching the ball. 
    Fielding:  Be able to field groundballs hit by other players and make an accurate throw the length of 
one base.  Be able to catch infield pop flies most of the time.  Understand how to and the need for calling 
fly balls.  Know to which base to throw.  Understand the importance of knowing where to throw the ball 
prior to every pitch.  Know when to tag a runner and know when they are forced. 
    Throwing:  Be able to play catch with another player at the length of one base path.  Be able to hit the 
cut-off or second base from the outfield routinely.  Know when to try to throw out a runner and when to 
hold the ball.  Know to throw to the pitcher, or infielder as quickly as possible, so that they can stop the 
lead runner from advancing. 
    Running:  Understand run on anything with two outs.  Routinely takes the extra base on balls hit to the 
outfield.  Goes part way to the next base and holds waiting to see if a fly ball is caught and far enough so 
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they can get back safely when less that two outs.  Beat out all ground balls fielded by infielders, turns 
towards second on balls hit through the infield.  Look towards the third base coach when approaching 
second base.  Never over run second or third base. 
    Rules and Strategy:  Knows to play only the lead runner when four runs have scored and there are less 
than two outs, and the five run rule is in effect.  Know not to take risks on base paths when trailing by 
more than two runs in the late innings. 
 
12 & Under Fast Pitch  

• Hitting:  Should be able to swing a bat in a coordinated fashion.  Should have sufficient eye-hand 
coordination to make contact most of the time with a ball pitched without an arc.  Should have 
sufficient bat speed to drive a ball beyond the infield with routine contact.  Have a good 
knowledge of the strike zone.  Knows the difference between sacrifice bunt and bunting for a hit. 

• Fielding: Can field routine ground balls, catch infield flies, judge outfield flies and catch them 50% 
of the time. 

• Throwing:  Accurately throws without an arc one base path length to a target the size of a player's 
reach. 

• Running:  Be able to go from home to second with an appropriate turn at first.  Runs through first, 
but not second or third.  Beats out groundballs not cleanly fielded by the left side of the 
infield.  Runs through first base with full sprint and not watching the ball. 

 
Upon Completion: 
    Hitting:  Makes contact and puts the ball in play on most at bats.  Rarely swings at pitches out of the 
strike zone.  Knows to take on a 3-0 count when instructed by the coach.  Looks to third base coach for 
instructions on every pitch.  Can bunt the ball at appropriate distance down either baseline.  Pulls bat 
back when attempting to bunt a pitch that is out of the strike zone. 
    Fielding:  Uses proper form and footwork when fielding routine groundballs.  Backhands ground balls 
when necessary.  Charges slowly hit ground balls.  Catches and calls all routine fly balls in the infield.  Is 
able to judge all outfield fly balls and catches greater than 50% of them.  Infielders should know the 
proper foot position when covering a base.  Catchers should know how and when to block the plate. 
    Throwing:  Can throw across the diamond accurately without an arc.  Always hits cut-offs, appropriate 
bases, or pitcher when throwing from the outfield without holding the ball at all.  Infielders always should 
know where they are going to throw prior to the ball being pitched. 
    Running:  Stealing second base on ball cleanly handled by the catcher 75% of the time.  Proficiently 
slides into second base routinely, as indicated.  Always runs through first base on infield balls, takes turns 
toward second on balls to the outfield, and takes second without stopping when instructed by the first 
base coach.  Knows when and how to tag-up on fly balls and when and how to go halfway to the next 
base one outfield flies with less than two outs. 
    Rules and Strategy:  Know to run to first base on a dropped third strike unless first base is 
occupied.  Know to run all outs as if stealing on a 3-2 count and with two outs when forced as a base 
runner.  Know not to risk being thrown out on base paths when the team is either trailing by too many 
runs or up on the opponent to avoid their embarrassment. 
 
 
 
14 & Under Fast Pitch 

• Hitting:  Be able to make contact with stuffiest bat speed to clear the infield on a ball pitched 
40mph 50% of the time.  Be able to bunt a fast-pitched ball routinely.  Have a good concept of 
a strike zone. 

• Fielding:  Catches a ball thrown by another player the length of the base path almost all the 
time.  Field groundballs hit to either side and throws accurately to first base almost all the 
time.  Catches all fly balls routinely. 

• Throwing:  Accurately can throw across the diamond or to second base from the 
outfield.  Catchers should routinely reach second base without arc or bounce. 

• Running:  Knows how to slide. Can steal second base on ball cleanly fielded by the catcher 60% 
of the time. 
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Upon completion: 
    Hitting:  Be able to make contact on most at bats.  Be able to hit the ball to the right side of the infield 
when indicated.  Be proficient at bunting, to include sacrifice bunting and bunting for a base hit - any 
direction, slap bunt, drag bunts.  
    Fielding:  Field routing groundballs all the time, charging all grounders in front of the fielder, back 
handing, planting, and throwing balls hit to the fielder's right.  Same with plays to the opposite 
side.  Middle infielders should be able to turn routine double plays.  All fielders should know how to 
change their position based on the count, number of outs, runners on base, who is at bat - batter's speed 
and hitting tendencies.  Corner infielders routinely charge field and throw bunted balls.  Catchers know 
how and when to discard their masks and proper positioning for pop ups.  Third base must wear a face 
mask.  Anyone else who wishes to wear masks are allowed to.  HGSA will supply two masks per 
team.  Person playing first base knows the proper technique for "stretching".  Outfielders catch fly balls in 
the gaps and hit cut-offs.  Outfielders can charge a ball and throw to appropriate bases.  Fielders know 
what to do in a run down.  Every player knows that she has a back up responsibility.  Everyone moves 
every play. 
    Throwing:  Outfielders throw to the appropriate bases and hit cut-offs.  Players can throw across the 
diamond without an arc and with speed.  Infielders accurately throw to appropriate base in a position 
where the fielder receiving the ball can easily handle.  Catchers throw to the correct side of the 
bags.  Infielders receiving throws know how and when to tag a runner out. 
    Running:  Players become proficient at multiple sliding techniques (routine, hook, kick up).  Runners 
understand the instructions and signs given from their third base coach.  Runners know when 
approaching second base to look at the third base coach for instructions.  Runners know when to stay in 
foul territory going down the first and third base lines.Runners know how to slide to break up a double 
play.  Runners know what to do when caught in a run-down. 
    Rules and Strategy:  Players know how to play differently when playing for one run or protecting a one-
run lead.  Players understand the difference between a suicide squeeze and a safety squeeze.  Runners 
know that when a runner is on third with one or two out, the batter walks, that she can run - without 
stopping - to second base.  Catchers and infielders know the signs of the coaches.  Players understand 
the infield fly rule.  Players know to never take risks on the base paths when trailing by several runs in the 
late innings.  Also know not to run up the score by stealing when there is a large lead late in the game. 
  

 


